DELL EMC VXRAIL HCI SYSTEM SOFTWARE

VxRail Manager
Global management with a fully integrated vCenter to provide:

- **Simplicity**
  - Eliminate multiple management systems.
  - Easily perform diagnostics using powerful views of each node, down to the component level.
- **Automation**
  - Automatically detect new nodes and add to a cluster.
  - Automatically deploy Guests, SSH, and vApps.
- **Secure Remote Support**
  - Single point of support and collaboration with VxRail experts.
  - Community pages for Dell EMC knowledge-based articles, FAQ user forums, and VxRail best practices.

Be more efficient

Familiar tools for managing your entire VMware environment

Cloud-based management for fully integrated global orchestration of all your clusters. A single, familiar interface provides a common user experience for servicing hardware and managing your entire VxRail system lifecycle – from running prechecks, scheduling and executing updates, getting update status, and running compliance reports to see what was updated.

Adding nodes is as simple as a single click

VxRail Manager features user-friendly workflows for automating VxRail deployment, configuration, and monitoring the health of individual systems in an entire cluster.

Future proof

For next generation VMware cloud technologies

Whether you are accelerating your data center modernization or deploying a hybrid cloud, Dell Technologies, together with VMware, delivers a consistent operations experience wherever your workloads may reside.

Dell EMC VxRail HCI System Software
delltechnologies.com/vxrail
View our interactive demo
Read our blogs